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Introduction

●
●
●
●

Majored in Information Technology in College
Graduated in Dec. 2016 and began working at LCC full-time shortly thereafter
Introduced to Linux at college in a SysAdmin course, speciﬁcally Red Hat based Linux
Respect and curiosity for open source developments

How we leverage data

●
●
●
●
●
●

Data provides the backbone for almost every modern business
While digital record keeping is a necessity, successful modern businesses have needs
for leveraging that data
Everything we see on our computers is built upon many layers of abstraction
We set up ODBC connections, stored procedures, and logical ﬁles that help us utilize
this data
What happens when the amount of time or resources it takes to leverage this data
becomes a liability?
This is when ETL should be considered!

Caveats

●
●
●
●

ETL is a very broad subject
Implementations will likely vary widely
Nuances and intricacies abound
High-level view here - low level will be up to you

What is ETL?
●
●
●
●

Stands for (E)xtract, (T)ransform, and (L)oad
ETL is a process of moving data to a new system or new context
Popular technique to streamline and leverage use of data from potentially disparate
sources
Often times, the processes of ETL are run in parallel (e.g. after one batch of data is
extracted, the transformation engine begins its processes before all the data is
extracted), but this is not always the case

Extract
●
●
●
●
●
●

In some ways the most important step as it lays foundation for the rest of the
processes
If the data gets screwed up here, problems will be inevitable
Data extracted could be complete ﬁles or partial data based on speciﬁc info or
date information (perhaps acquired by journaling)
Will likely need a staging area
○ Often, total data load time > time available to extract from source
Staging area acts as a middle man, can be a separate discrete system or a
location on the source machine
Need a logical datamap (i.e. metadata) that documents relationship between
source structure and intermediary target structure - the target structure in many
cases is a CSV ﬁle

Transform
●
●
●
●
●

Apply functions on extracted data
Filtering, sorting, aggregating, joining/cleaning/validating data
○ E.g. Summation formulas, concatenation of related strings
This step can take place on a separate machine or take place on either the
source machine or target machine
In some cases, transformation could even be accomplished by views or stored
procedures
Technically, data that does not require any form of transformation is known as
direct move or pass through data

Transform - Staging area

●
●
●
●
●
●

The “Staging” area is an intermediate area used in the ‘Transform’ step
Put simply, the staging area exists so that the data has a location separate from the
target-point and end-point in which it can be operated on
Often ephemeral in nature, being erased either before the ETL process starts or after it
completes
Can be implemented with tables (RDBMS), text based ﬁles (e.g. XML) or even binary
ﬁles
Though source and target systems are often RDBMS, the staging area need not be
Primary beneﬁt is increased efﬁciency of ETL process and greater certainty of data
quality

Load
●
●
●
●
●

Data in staging area is used as a source
Data is loaded into the end-target system and it can be a flat file or a Data
Warehouse
Data sometimes appended, other times replaced
Larger target systems sometimes maintain a history and/or audit trail of changes
to the data
If the staging area maintains data until successful completion of ETL process,
failure in the load process will be less impactful

Why ETL?

❖

The relocated data offers advantages that production data does not

❖

Performance (less load on a target ETL system than on production system that’s
burdened by end-user processes and reporting jobs)
Data quality (data has been processed and cleaned - which means less work and less
overhead required by you to get what you need)
Streamline data integration and processing
Ease of use for end user (GUI tools, uniﬁed environment)
Allows for the increased ability to leverage data from heterogeneous environments

❖
❖
❖
❖

Popular ETL Tools

●
●
●
●
●
●

IBM - IBM InfoSphere DataStage
Oracle - Oracle Warehouse Builder
Microsoft - SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS)
Amazon - Amazon Redshift
SAS
Panoply

A Brief History of ETL

●

ETL became more prominent in the ‘70s when companies began using different database
sources for different info

●

The need to integrate the data became apparent quickly

●

ETL grew into the dominant methodology for dealing with this need

●

In the late ‘80s and early ‘90s, data warehouses started to become more common
○

Essentially a distinct type of database providing integrated access to data from multiple
systems (mainframes, midrange and minicomputers)

●

Over time, number of data formats, sources and systems grew - and now ETL is one of several
methods that an organization may use to collect, import and process data

ETL vs. ELT
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

ELT (Extract, Load, Transform) is a variant of ETL
The biggest difference is where the transformation happens
In ELT, the processing capabilities of target system is used to transform data
Simpliﬁes the ETL architecture by removing transform engine from pipeline
Additional beneﬁt - scaling target data store also scales pipeline performance
Only works if target system is powerful enough to transform data efﬁciently
In essence, ELT solves the same need, but does it in a slightly different way

Neo4j and Graph Databases

●
●
●
●

Neo4j is a graph database
Unlike RDBMS, relationships are treated as ﬁrst class citizens
Graph databases are great ﬁts for highly interconnected data
Many of you here may have had a similar bad experience with SQL
○

●
●

Using 4 joins plus a common table expression to get something that you think should be simple
to retrieve gets old very fast

While Neo4j can’t (as of yet) run natively on IBMi, it can run within Linux on Power
For an ETL pipeline, we wouldn’t necessarily have to restrict ourselves to Power
architecture anyways

The Property Graph Model

●

Nodes
○

●

Relationships
○

●

Labels
Types

Properties

Graph Database Use Cases
●
●
●
●
●

Knowledge graphs
Social media
Fraud detection
Recommendation engines
Artiﬁcial intelligence
○
○

Interconnected data
Progression to AGI

Moving data from RDBMS to Neo4j

●
●
●

If we wanted to move data from an RDBMS (like DB2) to Neo4j, we’d have a few
different options
E.g. We could use ACS to create CSVs and use Neo4j import tools
A better option would be use an ETL tool, which fortunately, thanks to the open source
community, we have!

Neo4j ETL Tools

●
●
●

Neo4j has ETL tools available, though these tools are not natively included
Neo4j ETL GUI tool for Desktop (Desktop is a standalone app that can connect to an
external instance of Neo4j or run its own self-contained variant)
Neo4j ETL CLI tool (for both Windows and Linux)

Neo4j ETL GUI Tool
●

Advantage over CLI tool:
○

●

Preview resulting graph data model and change labels, property names, relationship types, etc.

Disadvantage:
○

Only available on Neo4j desktop, a client-side application
■
GUI tools are more difﬁcult to automate

Neo4j ETL CLI Tool
●

Allows retrieval and mapping of metadata from RDBMS
○

●
●

Drives export from RDBMS and import into Neo4j database
Supports all RDBMSs with JDBC driver available
○
○
○
○
○

●
●

Like the GUI tool, mapping can be changed, but not intuitive or simple

Db2
MySQL
PostgreSQL
Oracle
Microsoft SQL

Available from GitHub and the latest version bundles in support for MySQL and
PostgreSQL
Both the ETL CLI and GUI tool require manual intervention to change the metadata
mapping

Neo4j ETL CLI Process

●
●
●

Build the metadata mapping for import based on relevant RDBMS
Use the metadata mapping ﬁle to query the RDBMS and build CSVs (for the
staging area)
Use CSVs to build out Neo4j Cypher statements that are used to import the data
and build relationships

Northwind
●
●
●
●

Fictional food trading company used by Microsoft since the late ‘90s
Provides a dataset complicated enough to serve as workable example for DB
applications
ER diagram that is expressive
I know you’re sick of it...

Demonstration of Neo4j ETL CLI Tool
●
●

As of now, there is no data in the Neo4j database
http://localhost:7474/browser/

The commands

Neo4j - an example

http://localhost:7474/browser/

Popoto JS

●
●
●
●

Popoto JS is a JavaScript library designed to provide a visual front-end to Neo4j
Popoto is interactive and allows users to dynamically build queries in a graphical
manner that are then translated into Cypher
Results are displayed in both graphical and tabular manner
Useful both as a teaching tool and a data exploration tool

Example: http://localhost/popoto.php

Popoto (cont.)

Popoto (cont.)

Review of tools used in demonstration

●
●
●
●
●
●

MyWind/ Northwind SQL ~ Open Source
MariaDB Database (Relational Database) ~ Open Source
Neo4j Database (Graph Database) ~ Open Source
Popoto JS (Javascript Visualization Library) ~ Open Source
Neo4j ETL CLI Tool ~ Open Source
Apache Web Server ~ Open-Source

Document Databases

●
●
●
●
●
●

Document databases are a type of NoSQL database
Document is generally represented by JSON or XML
Unlike RDBMS, data formats are not predeﬁned, allowing for more ﬂuid change of data
In RDBMS an object may be spread across several different tables, in a DOD, object is
represented by single document
If you have to add an attribute for a customer in RDBMS, may involve adding a ﬁeld
which might imply recompiling many programs and recreating many stored procedures
DODs allow simply adding a new key-value pair to a document to accommodate the
same need

Document Database Use Cases

●

User proﬁles
○

●

Content management
○

●

Personalization requires a user-focused dataset, with a deluge of data that is difﬁcult for
traditional RDBMS to handle - requires high scalability and ability to store data efﬁciently
Ability to collect and structure data from a variety of sources, could include text, images and
even video

Product data management
○

Flexible schema of DODs makes it an auspicious choice for storing and managing product data
for things like e-commerce websites

RavenDB - brief introduction

●
●
●
●
●

RavenDB is a NoSQL document database
Document: a self-contained, structured piece of data, usually JSON or XML
Can run on a single node or be distributed as a cluster, providing high-availability
Unlike some NoSQL databases, RavenDB is ACID-compliant
Uses RQL as query language (Raven Query Language)

RavenDB Example

●

Connection string
○

●
●

host=127.0.0.1;user=krainville;password=password;database=northwind

http://127.0.0.1:8080
Query example (Map and reduce)

from Orders
group by Customer
where count() > 3
order by count() desc
select count() as Count, Customer

MongoDB

●
●

MongoDB is another open-source NoSQL document database (like RavenDB)
Most popular document database with large community support and resources
○

●
●
●

According to DB Engines Ranking Knowledge Base, more popular than Db2

Only document database supported by IBM
Supported with IBM Cloud Private and IBM Cloud Data
Can also run on Linux on Power, IBM LinuxONE, and IBM z

LCC’s problem - how to get the data

●
●
●
●
●
●

Desire to investigate data for analysis purposes
Primary need is recent historical data on customers
Need to make this analysis useful to less tech-savvy people
Analytical capabilities for more users will allow more insight to guide business decisions
Results of analysis can help us better serve our customers
How to achieve this without reducing performance on production machine?

SAS

●
●
●
●
●
●

Comprehensive suite of business intelligence tools
Proprietary, not open-source
Large offering of products, from visual analysis tools (based on your database of choice)
to social media analytics
Since 1976 - GUI interface introduced in 2004
GUI tooling offers the opportunity for a larger share of users to leverage and draw
insights from data
Product that LCC ended up choosing

DDM (Distributed Data Management)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Requires setup of SNA network configuration to enable DDM
Construct that allows users/programs access to files existing on remote systems
Allows for distributed file processing
A DDM file must exist (on client) for every file that is going to be accessed in this
manner
Programs don’t know the difference - abstracted away
Compare to NFS in *nix
Role of client/server relative to request if use DDM
CRTDDMF FILE (TEST/KC105TST)
RMTLOCNAME(KC105) RMTFILE(SPIFFY/INVENT)

Introduction of SAS into the ecosystem
How it works
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

One SAS machine (running on RHEL7)
Two IBMi machines - production & development
DDM to mirror production data on dev server
DDM files are copied nightly to separate physical files (Extract)
Logical files are set up over these physical files to provide formatted data (Transform)
Set up of queries on SAS to load data using ODBC connection (Load)
Queries set up on a scheduled weekly basis to reload data on SAS machine
Data exists as in-memory tables on SAS after successful load
Result: end-users now have the ability to leverage this historical data with robust GUI
tools that require no expertise in SQL or the green screen

Problems We’ve Had

●
●
●

●

Need for high-availability
○ Single machine, non-distributed environment
Because all the active tables are in memory, a restart of the machine or even of the
software services wipes the data from memory, requiring a complete reload
Running on a Linux machine - memory constraints occasionally result in out of memory
kill processes
○ A kernel driven process for selecting a process to kill when under memory duress
Both of these problems are related to the SAS software itself, rather than a setup issue

Overview of ETL
●

●

●
●
●

ETL is not always the ultimate solution to every company’s data needs
○
If you can’t think of a beneficial use-case or you simply believe the time and resources it would
take to build an ETL system outweighs the possible benefits, it may not be an ideal route to
pursue
ETL can provide many benefits if implemented properly including:
○
Performance benefits
○
Increased data quality
○
Increased ability for end-users to leverage data
We now have an entire department of people who can analyze and draw conclusions faster and more
easily than they could have with only a green-screen and homegrown applications
By identifying top buyers of certain products, we’ve focused our mailing efforts to both increase
purchase rates and reduce costs incurred by processing returns
Through SAS and ETL, we’ve seen tangible benefits in the past year and going forward, we plan on
using Neo4j to dig deeper into the connections that exist in the data but may not be currently represented
in our RDBMS system

Contact me

●

●

E-mail
○ Personal: kjrainville@plymouth.edu
○ Work: krainville@littletoncoin.com
LinkedIn
○ https://www.linkedin.com/in/kyle-rainville-154a84156/

Sources

https://docs.mongodb.com
https://ravendb.net/
https://exagoinc.com/blog/5-advantages-of-an-etl-tool-taming-your-data/
https://www.iri.com/blog/data-transformation2/etl-vs-elt-we-posit-you-judge/
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
https://neo4j.com/
https://github.com/neo4j-contrib/neo4j-etl
https://www.php.net/
https://github.com/dalers/mywind
http://www.popotojs.com/

Conclusion

●
●

Hope that this has provoked ideas of possibilities
Questions?

FIN

